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Context & Problem Statement
● Social feeds: content = follow based
● Not everything these users (people, companies) post 

matches our interests
● How can we modify this feed in order to increase the 

level of interestingness?
● Perhapse by adding content recommendation not tied to 

the social graph but to topics of interest



Research Question
● Do Twitter users prefer receiving interest based content 

recommendation on their social feed on top of follow based 
content (i.e. within the social graph) or do they prefer the 
current status?

○ If Twitter users do prefer receiving interest based content 
recommendation on their social feed on top of follower 
based content: how many interest based 
recommendations do they want to receive as a 
percentage of the total number of updates?



Research method
● Web page showing 20 updates from user’s original Twitter feed and next to it 

the same tweets yet suppplemented with a number of interest based 
recommended tweets.
○ Original feed vs. 10% supplemented feed + survey
○ Original feed vs. 20% supplemented feed + survey
○ Original feed vs. 33,33% supplemented feed + survey

● 6 orders possible -> Six groups of participants
● Algorithm for finding interest based recommendations
● Before experiment: Twitter handle + topics of interest needed to construct 

comparison pages.
● Other data collected: number of followed companies, number of media related 

companies followed, number of followed people, age, gender, profession, 
Twitter usage intention, average time on Twitter, etc.



Expected outcome & contribution
Hypothesis
● Twitter users do prefer receiving interest based content recommendation 

on their social feed on top of follower based content.
● Twitter users only accept a small percentage, ≈ 10%, of the total number of 

updates to be interest based recommended.

Contribution
● Possibly providing a way social media, those that heavily rely on content 

sharing and only show updates from within the social graph (e.g. 
Facebook, Twitter), can improve their social feed to better serve the 
interests of their users.


